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Preface

The purpose of this manual is to be an informative guide to Fascists/National Socialists
on the continuation of intelligence agencies within our circles. In this message we will
explain the ways how to spot federal infiltrations, how to protect oneself using opsec
and give a few examples of subversions from ZOG.

We wish for total dissociation and zero tolerance for the subversions.



I: Order of Nine Angles

O9A: A Basic Introduction on Foundations and Practices

Origins
The Order of Nine Angles (abbreviated as O9A/ONA) is an esoteric left-hand

spiritual path. It is not a group or formal organization; an occult subculture which
someone chooses to identify with. Structurally similar to Antifa, an idea that forms
underground groups. It doesn’t have a central structure but connected decentralized
networks of associates. They call these networks nexions. These networks bound
together are called kollective. And for those who are still in denial that O9A has any
formal organisations and that they have actual hierarchy in the community, here is the
quote from their writings:

“Three of the common misconceptions about the O9A, promulgated by such people and
repeated by others, are (i) "that it is enough to call yourself ONA and start writing about it to be
considered ONA" and (ii) that "the ONA is all about individuals and how they personally
interpret the ONA", and (iii) that "there is no authority in the O9A because it is all a ma�er of
individual judgement and there can be as many opinions as there are ONA individuals". Such
statements reveal an astonishing ignorance of the esotericism of the O9A”

On top of their hierarchy is the Old Guard:
"While there is no central authority within the ONA, that is not to say that there is no

leadership or structure. The founding members of the Order, known commonly as the 'Old
Guard' or Inner ONA, have served as a sort of inner council since the inception of the ONA.
Directly or indirectly, the Old Guard has guided and shaped many of the younger nexions, and
their word carries considerable weight”

- Professor Mone�e

Some of the members of this Old Guard include Christos Beest (music creator),
Sinister Moon, Dark Logos, and Pointy Hat.



The Origins of the Order of Nine Angles began around a man named David Mya�.
The claim that he created the O9A is rejected. David Mya� is best known for serving as an
outer representative of the O9A. He first considered himself a National Socialist and was a
good writer. A lot of concepts he mentions in his writings are good, but he then became
more concerned with the O9A. As a consequence, his writings have been affiliated with the
foundations of O9A. After infiltrating a radical Jihadist organization under the name Abdul
Aziz Ibn Mya�, he became an unironic Jihadist in the 80’s and 90’s to fulfill his insight
role by traveling and possibly providing paramilitary training in many Arab countries.
He later renounced Islam in 2010, likely when the vehicle for his subversion no longer
bore fruit.

It is very likely that Anton Long, main ideologue, is the founder. He retired in
2011. Secuntra Nexion believes that Anton Long is David Mya� himself; that he is a
master shapeshifter, Major Arcana. R. Parker, one of writers among O9A nexions says:
“this proficiency in the dark and esoteric art of shapeshifting – one of the qualities of a genuine
Mage – most certainly applies to the life of Mya� himself.”
Who else do we usually see as shapeshifters?

This kollective is a collection of edgy teens, subverts, feminists, feds, liberals, and
even pedotrannies with a clear mission.

Nexions and Sinister-Numinous Way and the Nine Angles
The O9A associates like to refer to their beliefs as the Numinous way/Sinister

way. The main O9A sigil is the Sinister-Numinous Septagram. Anton Long writes on
this : "The term sinister-numinous is employed by us – part of our esoteric ONA-speak – to
describe the living unity beyond the abstract, the lifeless, division and dialectic of
contrasting/abstractive/ideated opposites. A division most obvious in the false dichotomy of
'good' and 'evil', and a division not so obvious in denotatum and thus in both Magian religions
with their god, prophets, scriptures, and in occultisms and religions devolving around named
deities [...]”
Good and evil is a false dichotomy but be evil…

They create these cells, called nexions, in the same way other lodges of
esotericism function - with hierarchy and certain hermetic goals. The first nexion to
have ever existed, the one from which all started, is called Nexion Zero.



Nine angles represent 9 processes (7 causal and 2 acausal) in the alchemical
journey of 3 stages - nigredo, albedo and rubedo.

Aeonic Worldview, Acausality and Dark Gods
O9A believes in the Aeonic Worldview. The main belief is the existence of dark

and demonic gods called the Nekalah. The Nekalah is described as a powerful race
living in a plane called the Acausal. The Cosmos consists of both acausal and causal
Space-Time, having causal and acausal beings. The Causal is a plane within the
universe where we exist, the material world, cause and effect exists in this plane. The
acausal is a plane in which cause and effect does not exist and it is the plane the
Nekalah lives in.

Acausality in their magick system is the concept that energies and deities that
the practitioner engages with come from this realm lacking cause and effect; retarded
concept. Spiritual forces to them would exist outside of, instead of as part of, the order
or law present in the universe. That for example an entity entering our plane of
existence comes without the causality of a supernatural precursor on its part.

An acausal event cannot take place in reality because within an enclosed vacuum
of creation manifest of a singular creator or animating principle there cannot be present
a variable defying the inherent laws set by the animating principle - for such an
anomaly to exist is equally as incomprehensible as it would be for a character in a book
to defy the wri�en tale created by the author, or even for an event which was not
segmented within the work to occur. Such an anomaly to exist within the creation is the
only manner the "true acausal" could exist within our reality - and the conditions
necessary for it to be realized are absurd.

We see the absolutely causal nature of our reality even outside of the simple
cause and effect represented in nature and the sciences in its most plain and obvious
form simply by taking into account the cycles of the aeons or the yugas as we prefer.
Are the cycles above the law of cause and effect? Are they present without/outside of
the laws of nature, or within and harmonious with these laws.



They mirror these laws with absolute harmony - the forest completes without
interference the same cycle as man, the trees grow grand and block out the sunlight, the
ground decays and dries up plants dying and many animals leaving for be�er grounds,
flowers cease to grow, until lightning strikes destroying the forest leaving a beautiful
meadow to grow out of the ash and dust - where new trees begin to grow which will
inevitably reach high enough to block out the sun.

Magick is no different, even if the framework behind its invocation may be more
incomprehensible for humans to understand - this does nothing to prove it outside of
causality. Afterall it is in the creation and therefore of the creation, why should it then
be exempt from the laws of cause and effect which prevail within the creation? Only
outside of the creation, in the primordial sea, in which the cosmic egg was laid and the
creative principle took root can there possibly exist things acausal, but to speculate
upon such things is absurd for men. To speculate what is outside of the creation is as
unfruitful for the protagonist of a book to speculate upon the nature of the world
around the author.

Nonetheless, The O9A wishes to build a sort of bridge between the causal and
that acausal realm to let the Nekalah reign supreme in our world. The bridge has
potential only in humans who follow sinister paths. Where there is a flow of acausal
energy to the causal is called a Nexion, sometimes StarGate when referring to dark
gods.

Their reasoning is that they imagine dark gods are willing to help a certain
group of Aryans and non-Aryans (in some nexions) to evolve into a sort of higher being
- the noctulian race. A noctulian is best described as a sort of Übermensch; a larp
basically, none of them are even slightly close to being the basis for a coming
superhuman species.

The main way they view dark gods is that they are actual (meta)physical beings
who used to visit our reality. Alternate view is that they are not actual alien beings but
rather energies of acausal; projection of ourselves to Chaos (Rounwytha tradition).



But the O9A teachings of the gods are involuted and are probably borrowed
from Zoroastrianism. Avestians (Proto-Iranic Persians) split off from the Aryo-Vedic
people. Their leader Zoraster, involuted the original Aryan understanding of gods.

Not only did the historic Zoroastrians flip the position of Devas(Aesir/Gods) and
Asuras(Vanir/Demigods), but the relation between the two is totally misunderstood
into a dualistic view of gods of light and gods of darkness. It was entirely artificially
created in order to destroy and replace the Aryo-Vedic faith and other faiths of the
surrounding regions in Iran. Those who know the primordial brahmanic Aryan
spirituality know that Devas are superior to Asuras, and that Devas are not dark or
evil, and that they are not separated from our plane.

Although, Devas and Asuras do ba�le each other but this isn’t a dumb hebraic
dichotomy of good and evil among gods like the angels vs demons concept. Devas and
Asuras simply present different energies - Raja and Satva. Satva is the pure, godly,
sterile energy that’s akin to a divine justice which is ruthlessly pure while Rajas is the
organic creating force that counteracts the Satva cleansing and purity by being more
materialistic and war-like. Essentially immortal versus organic. This is pre�y much
why Devas are superior to Asuras.

Also, they teach the enemies of their sinister path are Magians. Magian is simply
a term in esoteric sense, for a lodge of the judeo-christian and zionist powers that are
against the “amoral Satanist lodge”. The term Magian originally was synonymous with
Zoroastrian, which is ironic in the sense O9A shares the same false moral-dualist deity
concept Zoroastrians believed in.

A Magian is someone who expresses materialism, exploitation, democracy, and
the idea of Homo Hubris (urbanite lemming essentially), Yahoud, and the Hubriati, and
that which is radically individualist (ironic since O9A are hyper-individualistic). Homo
hubris is the slave race of Magian forces. Hubriati are the outer party of Magians
(politicians, government officials, diplomats, army generals etc.). In the Seofonfeald
Paeth Trilogy, the O9A define Magian as:

"The term Magian is used to refer to the hybrid ethos of the ancient Hebrews (as
manifest for instance in the Old Testament) and of Western hubriati, and also refers to those



individuals who are Magian by either breeding or nature. The essence of what we term the
Magian ethos is inherent in Judaism, in Nasrany, and in Islam. To be pedantic, we use the term
Magian in preference to the more commonly used term Semitic to describe the ethos underlying
these three major, and conventional, religions, since the term Semitic is, in our view, not strictly
philologically correct to describe such religions.”

They believe Hitler’s National Socialism was one of the reactions to the Magians.
They also view other satanic paths as unorthodox and magian. This may seem like they
are the good guys, but they don’t dream of an Aryan Aeon to eventually come, they
dream of a new Satanic Aeon which would discard racialist worldview.

Funny how they reject ‘magian ideas’ yet they believe that esoteric truths have
been totally cut from existence and are only being accessed by their sect. It’s
reminiscent of the main abrahamic idea stating God only exists by witness of the jewish
race. This a�itude of belief via hebraic witness came to us in Christianity, whereby the
whole of Europe observed Christ not by evidence but by witness of the judaized
scholars. Therefore we embraced the alleged authenticity of the witnessed over
objective evidence. Their community’s theology just replaces Christianity’s
belief-by-witness to their own path of purported occult gnosis.

Mya�’s pantheon didn’t even come naturally, take into consideration that one
man literally made these gods up in a period of a couple years. Some will a�ribute an
explanation to their invented nature that they’re mysterious parts of the psyche, mental
constructs that are somehow special, but if that is the case then it’s exactly just all in
their heads as opposed to organically-derived paths.

Most of their ideas are stolen, involuted and subverted understandings that are
directly borrowed from a variety of Aryanist sources such as Somnium Scipionis by
Cicero or Corpus Hermeticum. All of these occult workings are founded upon
Greco-Roman hermetic traditions. These works take interest in spheres as primary
means of understanding individual pathei-mathos, Theos(Cosmos) and developing
one's psyche. Pathei-Mathos is essentially a rebranding on learning and psychological
toughness, something you don’t need O9A to have in your life.



This also relates to Aryan numinosity (divinity) through the spiritual journey to
immortality/union with Theos. This is the essence of O9A
Overman--noctulian--however it’s inverted from original Aryanist conception. Liber
333 writes:

“One of the fundamental tasks of neonates upon the pathways presented by our Tempel is
the embracing of the shadowside; the exploration of the dark (both Acasual and practical). Far
form being simply an exploration of their own (supposedly) singular person, the exploration of
the shadowside implies both the 1.) recognition and working with Sinister atavisms within the
psyche, which in turn lead towards the pathways towards the Dark Gods 2.) presencing (via
rituals appropriate for neonates) demonic, adverse spiritual forces.``

O9A takes the Noctulian concept very materialistically, in a way to break past
belongings to the “lower race.” This sometimes manifests in rejection of White identity,
and according to a certain nexion (T9), change of genders. Reason is that they believe
that the White race no longer ma�ers as they are trying to create a race of transhuman
aliens. Illustrated by Drill Sergeant Grey, a sort of Jungian-Nie�schean figure depicted
as a space alien in the mind of the practicioner who reminds them to torture themselves
and work out for an anarchist noctulian boogaloo, it’s hilarious in itself but a genuine
belief.

This is Drill Sergeant Grey:

The O9A is inherently the dual opposite of the Esoteric Aryanist doctrine as they
wish to formulate a return to the absolute primal chaos they call Nos which they
consider, instead of the creator deity, the lack of creation itself and the total lack of
order functions, as the true absolute. How does one reconcile the human evolution



alien larp with something such as that, we will never know. This is also in direct
contradiction to the Aryan creation myth in which the creator is absolute and all else is a
manifestation of his will with the ‘return to primal chaos of Nos’ being O9A doctrine
without the will of the creator, thus against Aryanist teachings.

Furthermore, they are encouraged to "go beyond and transgress the limits imposed
and prescribed by mundanes, and by the systems which reflect or which manifest the ethos of
mundanes.” It means that associates ought to reject any kind of societal laws and
practice solely amoral sinister codes. Moral nihilism as an ideal.

“In the beginning, a genuine Satanist will cultivate evil on the personal level - by going
to and thus finding his or her limits. This involves more than just going beyond the (accepted)
limits imposed by society or whatever. It means experience, on the practical level, of evil and all
that it implies.”

- Hostia

Any individual who embraces these anti-racial new age beliefs or some other
lunar-material religion is far from being a comrade. With us is only the Fascism of
Truth, Dharma and Cosmic Order. The individuals who are as yet established in these
low level demonic worships have not yet left the notorious Plato’s cave, lost deep
within (not taking in account many being federal assets).

21 Satanic Points
Main ideals are that of the Jew Howard Stanton Levey (pen name Anton LaVey) who
created these 21 points as follows:

1. Respect not pity or weakness, for they are a disease which makes sick the strong.
2. Test always your strength, for therein lies success.

3. Seek happiness in victory - but never in peace.
4. Enjoy a short rest, be�er than a long.

(So deep. Enjoy a short pee, be�er than a long one.)
5. Come as a reaper, for thus you will sow.

6. Never love anything so much you cannot see it die.
(Don’t love your race goy)

7. Build not upon sand, but upon rock And build not for today or yesterday but for all
time.

8. Strive ever for more, for conquest is never done.



9. And die rather than submit.
10. Forge not works of art but swords of death, for therein lies great art.
11. Learn to raise yourself above yourself so you can triumph over all.

12. The blood of the living makes good fertilizer for the seeds of the new.
13. He who stands atop the highest pyramid of skulls can see the furthest.

14. Discard not love but treat it as an imposter, but ever be just.
(Sus!)

15. All that is great is built upon sorrow.
16. Strive not only forwards, but upwards for greatness lies in the highest.

17. Come as a fresh strong wind that breaks yet also creates.
18. Let love of life be a goal but let your highest goal be greatness

19. Nothing is beautiful except man: but most beautiful of all is woman.
20. Reject all illusion and lies, for they hinder the strong.

21. What does not kill, makes stronger

Overall, these may not seem as bad points in itself, but they’re nothing more
than edgy kike-made bullshit in order to get more support from people with “sinister
potential.” These points don’t really mean anything, but are a checklist so that these
freaks can feel good about themselves.

Interestingly, early O9A writers railed against Levey for being a kike, but
nevertheless adopted his points without trying to rewrite it or change. Much of their
writings are a criticism of Levey’s Church of Satan and Michael Aquino’s Temple of Set
arguing they aren’t truly dark and evil enough, thus they are posers who are just
hedonists unworthy of the title of “satanist.” They believe they are "a recognizable new
interpretation of Satanism and the Left Hand Path". However, O9A still takes Levey’s ideas
into consideration. So much about rejecting magian ideas.

Dark Magick
The O9A advocates to invoke this return to the usage of halfway gods they

consider “dark” and demonic. Mind that this worship is lunar as opposed to solar in
nature and part of involution. It doesn’t represent genuine Aryan worship. O9A is
subverting Esoteric Aryanism. As Rosenberg mentions:

“With shuddering awe, the great German Romantic movement sensed darker and darker
veils interposed before the Gods of celestial light, and it immersed itself deeper and deeper



into the impulsive, formless, demonic, sexual, ecstatic and chthonic, and into mother
worship. “

Same thing we are witnessing here. Lunar demonic worship subverting Esoteric
Aryanism.

Their magick consists of employing human and other blood/sacrificial magic.
You’re expected to cut yourself in quite alot of rituals. They call sacrifices where life is
taken opfers and the act of sacrifice culling. Most say culling is supposed to be done in
an assassination and an effigy of the victim should be used in a later ritual, since it
would be more cumbersome and risky kidnapping then making a kill on an altar.

Insight roles
The O9A heavily practices the use of Insight roles. Insight roles are roles in

which each O9A associate puts on his “mask.” They view all worldviews and
ideologies as simply a mask which humans put on, with many adherents not seeing
themselves as humans altogether stemming from, again, the unearned elitism coming
from pu�ing their self-interest first and hatred of everyone besides O9A. There is the
term homo hubris in Mya�’s writings to describe the consumer society at large.
Ironically the term also fits this delusion of grandeur.

Every other ideology, including to some, even that of natural order, are all
“distorted Magian ideas.” For this reason, O9A associates decide to take a role in one
of these magian ideologies and creeds and use them as a tool to fulfill certain internal
evolution (related to hermetic journey) or to subvert certain groups with “sinister
potential.” O9A will freely allow their newer practitioners to believe they are in fact
Nazis, because if they do, that makes for great insight.

They themselves write about this:
“An Insight Rôle - which should last a minimum of one year - should be exceptionally

challenging and chosen so that the task undertaken is in most ways the opposite of the
character of the Initiate. The Initiate is expected to be honest in assessing their own
character, as they are expected to find a suitable Insight Rôle for themselves, with this
assessment and this finding being esoterically worthwhile tasks in themselves. If the rôle
requires meeting certain physical and/or intellectual standards then the Initiate must train to



achieve those standards. Similarly, if the rôle requires admission to a certain profession or
established institution then the Initiate must convince those in charge of such admission of
their sincerity and suitability.

Another aspect of Insight Rôles is that the individual Initiate undertaking them is
forbidden from telling anyone - however close a friend - why they are doing what they are
doing. The Initiate must appear commi�ed to the chosen task, as they must live and identify
with the rôle they have chosen to such an extent that those around them believe they are
genuinely commi�ed to whatever task or profession or way of life they have chosen.
Some suggested Insight Rôles are:

● Join or form and become an active part of a political organization of the so-called
"extreme Left" or of an "anarchist" nature whose aim is to replace, by political means,
the current political status quo.

● Join the Police or one of the armed forces and live the active life that such a profession
entails

● Join a well-established and traditional religious order - either Christian or Buddhist -
and live the life of a monk/nun.

● Convert to Islam - either Sunni or Shia - and live the life of a devout Muslim, with one
aim being to undertake Hajj

● Embark on a solo long-distance cycling expedition such as from Patagonia to Alaska
● Join or form a National Socialist political group or organization, and actively

aid that organization, and especially aid and propagate "historical
revisionism".”

They are literally calling our enemies to join our ranks to subvert it and use it as
a tool for their ‘hermetic’ journey. This is a very central focus of O9A, first discussed
by Mya� in his works and later given an updated context by Joshua Su�er alias Czar
Azag (ToB leader) in Liber 333.

7 Stages
There are seven stages in the O9A hierarchy, replicating 7 stages of causal

alchemy and the Tree of Wyrd - Moon, Venus, Mercury, Sun, Mars, Jupiter, and
Saturn. These are:

1. neophyte/novice,
2. initiate/oblate (one that takes the insight role to get to higher levels)



3. external adept/professed brother or sister
4. internal adept/priest and priestess
5. master of temple
6. grand master/magus
7. immortal

Of these seven grades, six are a�ainable by living human beings with the
seventh, according to tradition, only being a�ained by those who, having discovered
Lapis Philosophicus, having egressed from the causal mortal realm into the acausal.

Vindex
The way David Mya� presents this is a “generic name for that revolutionary noble

warrior who leads the practical fight against the Magian and their allies, manifest as the
Magian are now in the so-called miss-named New World Order whose twin centers of power
(both ideological and practical) are in Amerika and the Zionist entity that occupies Palestine.
Vindex thus prepares the way for the Galactic Imperium, whose practical beginnings lie in the
establishment of new communities, based around new clans (or tribes) whose only law is that of
Personal Honour. Vindex (who may be male or female) is the embodiment of The Law of the
New Aeon of the Imperium, which is personal honour, and who, with his or her victorious
warriors, establishes an entirely new type of culture, and an entirely new way of life.".

Liber 333 further mentions: “The 'coming of Vindex' which is described by Grand
Master Anton Long of the Order of Nine Angles as the arrival of a 'person of destiny' who will
possess the needed skills and abilities to mount a considerable offensive against forces that are
detrimental to the Sinister Dialectic and rally forces which will invoke future, Sinister energies
is not an uncommon theme. Such is virtually the same as the 'arrival of the warrior Christ' in
Aryanism influenced christian cults (He comes, his vesture dripped in blood with a sword in
hand, riding upon a white horse, flanked by celestial starships to cleanse the earth planet of
anti-evolutionary jewish forces and their willing lackeys) or the 'incarnation of Kalki' as told in
the Vedic myths (a warrior figure, similar to the above mentioned 'warrior Christ'). Such
archetypes can be manipulated within their respective cults in order to, more and more, make
a�ributes of their archetype equal to that of Vindex.”



One may conclude that Vindex represents an Aryan Solar hero. It reminds me
of the Kalki Archetype. Vindex itself means revenger/champion - one who will avenge
his followers against the modern world.

Vindex is in this case both the Antichrist and Christ archetype that would come
to Earth to destroy Magian forces and “heretics'' who don’t follow their path. Vindex is
there to establish the Satanic Order on Earth.

This concept is good as an archetype of revenger avatar. Problem is not all in
the concept, but it’s association to satanic worldview, degenerate rites, demonic
worship and the fact Vindex is seen by satanists as a genocider of any who do not
adhere to their path. It is simply not compatible with the primacy of race and natural
order as theirs places the cult over blood; Vindex doesn’t even have to be White.

“While it is possible that, as I myself once wrote, Vindex will arise from one of the
nations of the West (which includes Russia, the United States and the lands formerly referred
to as Eastern Europe) – and be of Caucasian (European) ethnicity – it is also possible that
he or she could arise elsewhere in the world, and be of mixed, or of any, ethnicity.

Indeed, given the almost total subservience of the majority of the peoples of the modern
West to the ethos, myths, and new religions of the Magian, it does seem increasingly likely
that Vindex will arise, and first engage the forces of the Magian, in non-Western lands,
and thus be of non-European ethnic descent,” - Mythos of Vindex Part One

“And this leader, this tribal chief, can or could be a man or woman, of any Ethnicity?
Most certainly, as has been outlined in various exoteric texts dealing with the mythos of
Vindex. And who may arise - or may already be lurking - in any land; in the new land of
America, for instance. Or in the old lands of Europe or Russia. Or in Asia. As stated in one of
the exoteric texts dealing with Vindex”

- Prophet of Vindex

Mind that they said any ethnicity/race, not an Aryan from the different parts of the
world.

https://aboutdavidmyatt.wordpress.com/mythos-of-vindex/#:~:text=The%20Mythos%20of%20Vindex%20Part%20One%3A%20Vindex%20and,or%20an%20archetypal%20premonition%2Fprophecy%20of%20some%20future%20events.


When they complain about how the West is too corrupt and beyond saving for
them to think their own messiah will arrive within the White race or not, just
remember how they contributed exactly to that by being open subverts against Aryan
man’s only glimmer of hope by active demoralization and infiltration.

“So, our real magick, our new magick, the essence of sinister ethos (and of our exoteric
aims), are presenced in Vindex (in the whole Vindex mythos) and in our new ways of life. These
new ways include sinister tribes - Dreccians - and small communities of empaths (sorcerers and
sorceresses) as well as our clandestine traditional nexions, one of whose tasks is to train selected
Initiates to go out into the world and cause real Chaos, do real subversive deeds, to live and if
necessary die - for example, as real assassins - for their own glory and to presence our
sinister-numen.”

- Prophet of Vindex

Fake Fascists/NSs
As established before, the O9A will claim to be Fascists to get into your circles,

and sometimes they will just reveal they are O9A and will argue O9A in of itself is
Fascist. They may even look for comparisons between their concepts and ours to get
you interested. Most people who are O9A claim they are Fascists. They have never been
and for sure never will be.

A major factor in recruitment is an effort to sell themselves as an archetypal
reflection of the desires elaborated on by the figure who is being indoctrinated; the
concept of sinister will change itself to fit the figure who is being brought in. This was
the purpose of ToB to spread subversion among NS folks. The skilled ‘noctulian’ will
only tell you what you want to hear depending on what you present yourself as. If
you want to hear Natural Order they can make their filth sound like Natural Order but
then will a�ack the very concept among their own. How else would they be able to
invite tankies, antifascists, Fascists, jihadists, degenerates and everyone under the sun
who shows at least some semblance of radical capacity into one collective?



O9A approaches the subject of the Third Reich the same immature manner the
average person would, but in reverse. What’s the first thing that comes to mind for the
clueless masses when the topic of Nazism is brought up? That it’s absolutely morally
evil and sinister. Hitler is appreciated in this community as just someone who wasn’t
boring and liked since he started a major war. The a�raction to nazism is all
surface-level and emotion minus understanding. Swastika-fetishizing only because the
image of men in black uniforms shooting people is edgy, seen as evil and
non-mundane. Islam is edgy, Stalin was edgy, BLM is edgy, so what. Means nothing
but hobbyism by itself.

Furthermore, they subvert our circles for their own benefits, and their more
dedicated practitioners who know that they aren’t supposed to be unironic Nazis just
see us as unwi�ing weapons in their hands, recognizing we are worlds away from
them. They only have anything to do with us because we have a violent potential.
Trying to infiltrate us for the same reason they infiltrate antifa, militant christian groups
and second-amendment orgs, and in the past islamic jihadists. The end and most
desired goal of infiltration is to ruin people and turn them into degenerates who larp as
sinister whamphyres. They enjoy riling up their associates who aren’t O9A to
potentially kill each other because violence presences the dark.

For two, their idea of an organic state of society is different, they only want to
help non-existent gods reign in our world and whatever comes of le�ing their
demiurgic gods reign is what’s desired in the end. Remember they view themselves as
evil, dark, and sinister, and their gods as well, so take what you will from that.

“True Satanists and Vampiric entities are essentially embodiments of chaos and evil.”
-  Liber 333

“Genuine Satanists do evil, they cultivate evil: they are evil, in all senses of the term now
accepted.”

- Hostia

But now onto analyzing their sociopolitical vision diametrical to ours. We
believe, for the American situation especially, that we probably won’t even live to see
the stage in the fascist process wherein organic states are established, nevertheless we



remain zealous for this goal. This generation we are in, this generation of revenge’s
task and sacrifice is so that our grandchildren may live free from the clutches of the
kike and his hordes and his mechanisms. Revolution, a period of anarchy and
tribalism, then the establishment of National Socialism from the ashes is in order.

O9A are not anarchist as in a means to an end type anarchist, but as in the
rejection of any structure outside of themselves indefinitely, the only emphasis is on
their individual worth. Satanic anarchism is one more aligned with the left-lib schools
thereof; as they evidently do not care about securing the existence of Our Race and a
future for White children.

Here in this article, they admit they view our worldview as a mere tool, an
ideology to aid their own aims, not something genuine.

“It is obvious to those who have studied the O9A corpus from the 1970s to the 2019, 300
page, trilogy titled Seofonfeald Paeth, {1} that the O9A considers National Socialism – both as a
political ideology and in practice – to be a useful tool, a means, to be used, via an Insight Role,
{2} by individuals who associate themselves with the O9A movement. A tool, a dialectical
means, whereby they (i) can in however small a way disrupt the status quo and possibly
persuade others to do the same, and (ii) can personally learn from the experience of being a
practical, a real-life, modern day heretic, since according to the status quo – that is, according to
all current Western governments and educational institutions – National Socialism is the
epitome of evil with the myth of the “holocaust” a sacred dogma which should not be challenged,
often, in some Western lands, on pain of imprisonment.

As mentioned in the chapter The Alleged National Socialism Of The O9A in The
Seofonfeald Paeth trilogy, the O9A thus consider National Socialism, and all ideologies
be they political or religious, as an idea, or ideal, ἰδέᾳ/εἶδος, with Plato’s ἰδέᾳ/εἶδος
understood – via Aristotle {3} and others – not as Plato himself believed as an ‘abstract’ (true,
ideal) essence or type of being which is independent of us {4} – but as a posited causal
abstraction {5} by someone or by some others.

That is, the O9A conceive of National Socialism, and all ideologies be they political or
religious, not as an “essence” and not as something “true” or essential or necessary, but

http://www.o9a.org/2020/04/the-o9a-national-socialism-and-nihilism/


as a fallible human abstraction, a technique or tool, a φαντασία, and one which can
be usefully used by individuals just as the O9A itself is or can be a φαντασία to be
used {6} to achieve a personal and esoteric pathei mathos.”

O9A is supportive of radical liberal individualism:
As the more brazen ones fully understand and embody, regardless of who

among them doesn’t, the adherent is to be an egoist with zero barriers on his actions
save for not betraying other O9A. Not betraying their own kind is found in codes
such as the Dreccian Oath and the Code of Kindred Honor, but even this is violated
since the hard reality is that people get busted and snitch on their brothers to get a
be�er sentence.

“No restrictions are placed on the individual, so that they are free (and often
encouraged) to transgress norms, to be exeatic in a social, personal, and legal, way. For example,
to undertake a culling or two; and, should they so desire, to use violence, to go to extremes, to
learn certain anti-social, baleful, skills such as those of a fraudster or a robber or dealing in
drugs. Of course, this is wicked of us, a diabolical thing to do, which is exactly the heretical
point [8] and most certainly is an example of being conventionally "bad in moral character,
disposition.”

“The Satanic Heresy of the Order of Nine Angles (O9A/ONA) is essentially threefold,
for the ONA, contrary to how others understand and manifest it, understands Satanism and
manifests Satanism (in an esoteric and an exoteric way) as: 1) An amoral, dangerous, practical,
exeatic, devilish, way of life. 2) A presencing of 'dark forces'/acausal energies – a form/mythos –
only relevant to the current Aeon. 3) An unrestricted, amoral, diabolical, effective and affective
[5], transformation/development of individual human beings by esoteric and exoteric means”

- The Heresy of Satanism(O9A MS) - Understanding Satanism

“I am here to seal my Fate with blood. I accept there is no law, no authority, no justice
Except The Drecc And that culling is a necessary act of Life. I believe in one guide, Our
Dreccian Law, And in our right to rule mundanes.”

-The Heresy of Satanism - Oath of The Drecc



“We are Drecc - those who bring conflict; who vex others; who tempt others; who seek to
defy the limits and laws set and imposed by The Mundanes. We are heresy, chaos, disruption,
conflict, terror, combat, temptation, and also forbidden pleasures and forbidden joy. Thus do we
have as one of our signs The Dreccian Moons of Baphomet: She who is symbol, image,
archetype, acausal-presencing, of our Culling of The Mundanes, of our dark, sinister, terror,
and of the coming restoration of the sinister feminine. To us - as it says in our missive, Dark
Warriors of The Sinister Way - belong practical sinister, amoral, deeds. For we are sinister. We
are amoral. We are heresy, and outlaws, and often lurk in the margins of society, in the shadows,
there between the light and the dark. We, of The Drecc, seek to gather ourselves in tribes, just as
we live, and we strive to die, by our own rules, by our own laws, for we have contempt and
disdain for all the laws and all the societies, forms and Institutions, of The Mundanes.

…

In brief, we are new sinister species. A new type of human being. The type who scares
the mundanes; the type of being that they fear and dread and who may give their children
nightmares, or invoke within those youngsters the sinister desire to be of us, to be like us, to
aspire to be like us. For it us, and them: us and the mundanes. Their world, or our new, sinister,
world.

-We the Drecc

From the same manuscript Oath of the Drecc it says they are to be so liberal that
they forgo race, that the whole of non-O9A are their enemy.

“1) Regarding, and treating, all mundanes (all who are not our pledged Drecc brothers
or sisters) as the enemy and whose property, goods, and wealth are a resource we can lawfully
use.”

Here is the quote from Guide for Initiates proving they support faggotry:
“Seek and find someone of the opposite sex to be your ‘magickal’ companion and sexual

partner [or of the same sex if you incline that way], and introduce this person to The Dark
Tradition. Initiate them according to the rite in Naos, or devise your own rite of Initiation
(which should culminate in sexual intercourse with your partner). Undertake the path and
sphere workings with this partner.”



If you actually read their books, you might start to agree with what is said,
promoting self-improvement and such. Issue is, once you are pulled into this consensus
of the basic idea of O9A as being positive, things take a turn. Once you join an O9A
online circle and start reading deeper stuff, they will totally degrade you, far from your
initial interpretation of their books and now you’re sucked into complete degeneracy.

Most notable O9A circle was on Discord and Telegram, it was called Radical
Headquarters or RHq. Members were: full of nonwhites and run by the Arab mu�
‘Fashman’, told to do drugs and perversions on tape and send it as blackmail dossiers,
some were unironic communists, and overall nothing close to being a ‘noctulian’. The
O9A moral standard arises from the absolute opposition to what currently is considered
sane therefore prompting them to possess some values we would consider valid within
the current day--but this isn’t a reflection of the ‘noctulian’ being on the right track and
instead one of our society being on the wrong.

O9A will always embody the polar opposite of what the powers that be employ
as a moral standard because it is crucial for them to be outsiders and dissidents within
the system to complete the numinous path. The essence of their being isn’t the healthy
reaction to the system, but the teenage edgelord larp type of rejection. If an NS
government assumed a position of power for example, satanists would rebel simply
because men in power will exist. Atheistic satanism embodies the same spirit, if the
church started to support abortion, the Church of Satan and Satanic Temple would
become pro-life in the blink of an eye just out of spite. Assume everything under the
satanic umbrella contains the meme of always resisting all hierarchy regardless (which
shows the Marxist poison in their thinking).

Also they seem to be supportive of feminism and sexual revolution:

“
For the [O9A] code of kindred honour embodies respect for women and gender

equality and – as is evident from basic texts such as Naos – the O9A also embodies equality
in regard to the sexual preference of individuals. Furthermore, the O9A has always
emphasized that “only through the female are the forces represented by the three alchemical
substances and their nine combinations capable of being released in a physical way.



...
Yet each new generation of terran men begins anew. Self-assured, arrogant,

misogynist, competitive, and desirous of war and conflict, as they so often in their
majority are.

...
Thus, in the O9A, women are of fundamental importance, equal partners, and indeed

essential to the O9A, with the O9A ethos contrary to and opposed to the misogyny still so rife in
the Western world, as elsewhere.

…
In other words, the 7FW evolves the individual because they have an understanding

which transcends the human made dialectic of opposites – the abstractions, forms, categories,
terms, the naming – which has guided the thinking and often the way of life of most humans for
thousands of years. This understanding goes beyond words and is highly personal; germane to
the individual.

”
- The Anti-Patriarchal O9A

They write marxist bullshit, we say
“War is to man what maternity is to a woman.”

Feminism is yet another involution of Aryan natural hierarchy, rejecting
Hyperborean solar values for the lunar ways of the matriarchal. Matriarchs historically
were the physical enemies of the Indo-Europeans. We wish ‘misogyny’, i.e a slur word
for patriarchy, which was upheld for long millenia when our race had its Golden Age
was still so very rife in the West, we absolutely long for our women to come back under
our command. Products of feminism like no-fault divorce (essentially only initiated by
women) needless to say ruin our people greatly.

All being said, we can come to a conclusion that O9A are simply spiritually
judaized liberals who work out. They may deny subterfuge but everything they say
and do is promoted by the jewish mindset and energy. They lie and twist the truth
and subvert - anyone that is not with them. Jews and O9A both want to suck the life
out of you and feed off us like a virus. The jew would feed off you until there’s



nothing left. It has information and guides on what they call Astral Vampirism,
believing they can be a literal virus that sucks some sort of life force from you via
spiritual tendril.

O9A has to say on their overall goal of Satan-first:

"The question is not about a particular type of political world-view, be it fascism or
whatever, being contradictory or not to Satanism. The question is about all political forms being
forms - structures which can be used, for a Satanic purpose, to achieve Satanic goals [...] my
general point concerned a novice who might get involved with politics as a learning experience - for
perhaps a year or so [...] when I say that National-Socialist Germany aided the sinister dialectic, it
is mis-understood: as me being a 'National-Socialist' or something of the kind. I am simply stating
a fact of Aeonics - as I do when I say that a future State or Empire which was inspired by
National-Socialism would also aid the achievement of Satanic aims, over centuries.”

As witnessed, the main focus isn't a Fascist Worldview but their satanic larp. For
them our view is an abstraction of the causal which again shows fundamental
misunderstanding of what it is. Remember that ours isn’t just the political form. It is
the meta-politic. It is the lifestyle and embodiment. When you are one of us you
view things from the lens of the Aryan spirit, not O9A, not christianity etc. Race First
and Hitler or Hell, all else is secondary. To the kollective, you are just tools for the
agenda of invented demonic gods.

“He who swears by the Swastika must renounce any other loyalty”
- Heinrich Himmler



Tempel ov Blood

Although O9A is just a spiritual path, its associates form organizations, nexions
and temples. Most notable temple/group is the Tempel ov Blood. They were first
called Temple of THEM after changing the name. The Tempel ov Blood is a
militant-type cell living in a compound in South Carolina, USA that follows the O9A
worldview. They often claim to be Vedic in some aspects but these scum reflect no
values of Aryo-Vedic faith, the Vedic thing is aesthetic-level and a carryover from
when some of its founding members were Hare Krishna at one point, it’s just their
filler and lore.

They follow the O9A ideology and goals, and to that, add a very peripheral
amount of their own concepts and ideas. Think of the difference between usual O9A
and ToB as the difference between a regular believer and a fanatic. They claim to have
killed people as sacrifice to the dark gods (also one guy is confirmed in having killed
in Canada and was caught), and they torture themselves. This is their official YouTube
channel.

Tempel ov Blood is not a separate thing from O9A. On the o9a.org page there
was a post on the future of O9A as a community. This was mentioned in the article:

“the next 10 years will be crucial and critical for o9a’s survival as a real aeonic force. It
needs to survive this coming decade, to survive DM/AL’s mortality, to become a Sinister
Legacy, so that it can continue to gradually manifest its Wyrd and Aeonic [Mya�ian] Aims. In
essence, what needs to be done in the next 10 years is to give o9a to the Next Generation. And
by “Next Generation,” I don’t mean myself and the White Star Acception, the Temple of
THEM, or Tempel ov Blood, since our nexions are now old from the previous decade. And by
“Next Generation,” I don’t necessarily mean young in age, I also mean those who have newly
found o9a and have become new initiates regardless of their age. But the youth are indeed of
vital importance.”

The sparse words from non-ToB nexions about ToB is that they’re in fact
genuine. There isn’t any statement to be found from other influential figures
condemning it, nothing from ToB itself claiming that it isn’t actually an O9A cult.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mw622KJDmI0
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1irOZMr-v5V8Vh6s3lyQGQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1irOZMr-v5V8Vh6s3lyQGQ


ToB recognizes Mya�’s pantheon of “dark gods'', it practices evil and personal
libertinage, it believes in aeonic change (the evolution larp), it practices insight roles,
they recognize the coming of Vindex, literally what’s the difference between the two
camps other than certain aesthetics like the trident sigil, and that ToB lives up be�er to
the standard of what these ‘moderates’ are supposed to be.

The presence of an effort to create a power gap between the ToB initiator and the
initiate is also interesting and demonstratively aids the order significantly in pulling in
feebler types who wish to fit in. In ToB, this is part of the ‘blood pool’, both a term used
to reference the organization itself and a process where lower members are to be
spiritually vampirized by their superiors and so on all the way up the chain of
command. Blood pool activities consist of the lower member trying to screw over
random non-members around them in everyday life, then for the higher members to
feed off the energy collected from that, the one who caused the chaos playing a
submissive role in sadomasochist rituals. A ToB artist alias Nightmare Tyrant in the
band Gulag composed the album Black Lodge Discipline Center with recordings of
BDSM at their communal trailer complex of the same name (BLDC).

They are overtly inspired from cold-war era MKULTRA and we wouldn’t be
surprised if it turns out ToB is a CIA experiment/shell organization. There are parallels
between this and the Serial Killer Cult theory positing the spike of serial killing in
1970s-80s America were from trained paramilitaries. Henry Lee Lucas, Otis Toole and
other murderers who never knew each other claimed they were in a satanic group
called Hand of Death, led by the fed Michael Aquino and trained in the Everglades.
David Berkowi� identified with membership in something similar called the Four Pi
Group until he was wounded in prison by an unknown assailant, after which he never
spoke of the organization again. The operations were to document the effects on the
human element of creating groups solely dedicated to unrestricted evil and if it could
be viable to the CIA.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnKMt6D11ZE




Siegeculture and Atomwaffen

A great example is the case of the Atomwaffen Division, after Brandon Russel’s
arrest, AWD got infiltrated by fed psyops. Vincent Snyder/Rape (John Cameron
Denton) rose to the top of AWD and he was part of ToB. He made Iron Gates
(Post-apocalyptic Tempel ov Blood novel wri�en by Ryan AW) and Liber 333 (An
extension to an already existing manual-type book by Tempel Ov Blood) required
readings for Atomwaffen Division.

Iron Gates is very degenerate. The text was wri�en by Ryan AW, also an
ex-member of AWD. It takes the reader on a journey of torture and gore porn. The
story describes a satanist militia which rises to power after a nuclear war to just
aimlessly kill and rape random people for no reason. It has nothing to do with
achieving Fascism/NS and lacks any racial or ethnic message. Niggers can be soldiers,
the protagonists are pedophiles, homosexual drug addicts and implied to be
communist. Just opening the first page, it describes how a baby (implied White) is
brutally murdered in front of her. The book has a sequel Bluebird with even more of a
focus on child-molesting. It is claimed that the series was wri�en to desensitize to
violence but this seems more like a copout to write child smut stories.

Rape says verbatim “Iron Gates is a great read, that’s why I like it, and I find it to be
very valuable.” It’s a great judge of character onto who the man Rape is when he finds
the brutal murder of an Aryan child to be a “great read” and “very valuable”. Oddly -
no one in AWD at that time had any issue with this, mostly because they viewed the
book as “just a meme bro”, and the circles were already heavily infiltrated by ToB. I
don’t see how torture of random people and gore porn is something Aryan would
usually enjoy. It reflects its author’s desire for a collapse just to get yet another
iteration of a multiracial pedo society (what we have now) but more hardcore, sinister
and in their control.

AWD completely degraded afterwards, supporting drug dealers and hailed
anyone explicitly evil for the sake of being evil, like communists, satanists,
serial-killing incels, rapists and Jihadists. After Rape took the lead, most original
members of Atomwaffen left the group since those men were an avowed vanguard



and not to be used as pawns in some satanist larp. This is what they do, infiltrate,
subvert and remove the genuine ones.

The Siegeculture project in general was one which unwi�ingly utilized James
Mason to carefully and completely subvert the circles that are fans of the book SIEGE

(Just take a look at the last few pages of SIEGE 4th edition). Not to take into account

that satanic art that came from Siegeculture, for the most part, is aesthetics of grimdark
edginess and thus reeks of roleplayers and hobbyists who care more about aesthetics
itself. It appears like teenage edgelord emo-scene fuck-you-dad a�itude rebellion
packaged for adults who reject christianity and Aryanism, people who are bored and
want something cool and sinister to do on the weekends.

Main editors of the Siegeculture website were: Vincent Snyder(Rape), Ryan AW,
Dante Aschard, Swiss Discipline, Dark Foreigner and Bones Kavanagh. Of all of these,
5 out of 6 are most definitely O9A/ToB associates. Furthermore the publication that
published Iron Gates, Martinet Press, is and was owned by Jillian Hoy, the now-ex of
Su�er.

None of this is a knock on SIEGE. James Mason and SIEGE are great, but the
infiltration has go�en out of hand. No wonder James Mason got really disappointed in
what AWD turned out and had no other option but to disband the group. We,
ourselves, are tired of these psyops over the last few years and we are retaking
National Socialism to the hands of who it belongs to.

Back to the topic, on the SiegeCulture website, now gone, under the Spirituality
section in the library it showed some rather interesting books, such as Hostia, and The
Devil's Notebook. Hostia is an O9A manuscript which describes some rather
interesting things, such as:

"A Satanist, concerned with experience, may use a political form for a specific purpose -
the nature of that form in terms of conventional politics and morality (such as 'extreme
Right-wing') is irrelevant. What is important is whether it can be used to (a) provide
experience of living and the limits of experience, and/or (b) aid the sinister dialectic of
history. Thus a Satanist may become involved in, or set up, an organization of the extreme
Right - this is dangerous, exciting, vitalizes, provides experiences 'on the edge' and should thus



aid the development of the character and insight of that Satanist*. What is important, is that
this involvement is done for an ulterior, Satanic, motive: what others think and
believe about such actions is totally irrelevant. Anyone purporting to be a Satanist
who criticizes such an action, whatever the political hue of the group/organization,
reveals by that criticism that they are not Satanists - but rather, moralizing nurds
lacking in insight and real Satanic understanding. "

- Hostia

It doesn’t end here, in fact a common theme in it is about infiltrating “extreme
far right” groups.

“An example will explicate this. A Satanic novice, having developed to a certain extent
via ordeals such as Grade Rituals, the achievement of personal, physical goals and the
organizing and running of a Satanic Temple, desires to go further. For this, practical
experience and some guidance is needed. Let us assume the novice is advised or chooses to use a
political form to achieve this experience - and thus becomes involved with radical 'right-wing'
politics because such people already possess an element or two of Satanic spirit, the 'other sides'
in this form and at this moment in the history of this aeon representing the Nazarene disease in
another guise. Thus, she takes part in direct political actions - this is both exciting and
dangerous, given the prevailing sickness of this age. Gradually, she acquires practical
experience "on the edge", and hopefully some real, tangible enemies, if she is performing right.
These enemies probably hate her for her political views - and some of them may even try to
harm her personally."

- Hostia

Of course, Rape denied his affiliation to Satanism claiming that it is gay and
that he didn’t allow Satanists into his group which is awfully confusing because Dante
Aschard and Ryan AW, members of AWD, were admi�ed O9A associates. Ryan is also
nonwhite as his mother is a Mexican immigrant. DarkForeigner should also be
mentioned. Literally half-spic mu� whore that was doing darkwave art and sucking
everyone’s dick in the AWD circles.

They are also among the staff on Siegeculture:





Moreover, here is the image from the Rape’s former Instagram account:

Notice the septagram patch on the right? But surely, this is all “just a meme”.
Odd for him to have the patch without being a Satanist, no? Not to mention the date of
this photo, an entire year before this was even thought of being possible or brought up
- so it couldn’t “just be a joke bro”. The following was also posted on his Google Plus
account way back in 2014!



There’s more. In October of 2016, two months prior to that Instagram post Rape
replied to the Order of Nine Angles thread on Iron March, found here:

h�ps://www.waybackmachine.org/web/20170614093537/h�p://ironmarch.org/in
dex.php?/topic/5480-o9a-ona-new-age-satanism/

h�ps://web.archive.org/web/20170613052327/h�p://ironmarch.org/index.php?/t
opic/5480-o9a-ona-new-age-

In the thread he mentions how many Satanists have infiltrated the struggle.
Slavros and Zeiger did a great job showing how idiotic and new age their ideology is.

Screenshot from Rape’s Siegeculture Twi�er account:

More from Rape:

https://web.archive.org/web/20170613052327/http://ironmarch.org/index.php?/topic/5480-o9a-ona-new-age-
https://web.archive.org/web/20170613052327/http://ironmarch.org/index.php?/topic/5480-o9a-ona-new-age-


The fact he said “I don’t want to save our people.” and that he takes someone as
Howard Stanton Levey as his teacher should be enough for people to no longer take
Siegeculture seriously and for Rape to be hung, but for some reason people didn’t
realize this.



Manson preached of race war and breaking away from the system but he
definitely wasn’t superior to Hitler in any way.

Don’t take it from me how retarded this is, but from one of the old members of
AtomWaffen:

Here Rape spreads the lies about Hitler made by Strasserites:



Strasser was a well-known traitor who cooperated with jewish capitalists to
divide the NSDAP in the midst of 1932 elections. In turn he would be the Chancellor.
Hitler found this out on time and expelled him from the Party. Rohm was a known
faggot, who secretely let many faggots join the SA and another guy who planned on
betraying Hitler.

Also it’s funny for people who enjoy chaos in the world to dislike that WW2
happened. Really shows the hypocrisy and character that is constantly looking for
excuses.

Here is also Rape showing that he fully transferred to Nazbolism:

In 2020, Rape was arrested for sharing child porn, swa�ing, and abusing a minor
during a ritual. He plead guilty to those charges.

Given all of this information - can you safely say these men are who you would
go to war with? The same men who enjoy reading about homosexual gore rape, watch
child porn, worship lunar and demonic un-Aryan deities, and fond of egoism without
bounds? Men who allow Strasserists and junkie failures into their ranks? I don’t
consider these men as anymore than complete scum who are subverting the struggle
towards that of nuclear holocaust grillpill rather than White Revolution then Total
Aryan Victory.



The nuclear war is a theme one comes across in a lot of their culture, sometimes
called nuclear dharma, and is what most whamphyres bank on happening as a
prerequisite for their goals to be achieved. They call this a form of accelerationism but
it is not; it makes SIEGE and insurrection irrelevant in all regards, why even be any
kind of radical when nukes will do the job for you. In reality a nuclear war that takes
the system out with it may never occur and one needs to plan accordingly. Saying that
you’re only able to do anything at a post-nuclear stage is a justification for cowardice
and laziness more likely than not. They believe that infinite sources of random human
suffering, again another idea detached from the racial aspect, will make themselves
available to spiritually consume because it’s what's in the post apocalypse alien
evolution sci-fi they are obsessed with. Complete larp.

Far too long has our community been plagued by Sociopathic losers who can’t
fathom what love is. Far too long have we allowed these scum into our ranks. No more.
Zero Tolerance is what we meet these scum with.

A Note on Named Groups
The subversion, as was discussed per the former Atomwaffen Division,

converted many people and turned it completely upside down until it disbanded. The
late 2010s boon in AWD opened up the door to infiltration not only in the group itself
but the entire NS umbrella where vampiric larpers were eager to seize the opportunity
to parasite off of more hosts. O9A wouldn’t be anywhere near as prevalent as it is
today without the poor operational security practiced by AWD. It became so bad it was
no longer a secret infiltration job; not before long satanists rose to the ranks of cell
leaders. Atomwaffen was weak in not understanding the principle of zero tolerance.
Without a strict and straightforward rejection of those who explicitly call themselves
subverts (you’d think that would be an easy job), your association will be
compromised.

Nexions are in every NS and far-right group worth mentioning in the 1st world:
NSO (since its AWD’s successor), NSC-131, SkD, FkD, The Base, Patriot Front, and
other official organizations.



This highlights the importance of how easy it is to compromise groups that have
names, signups, rosters, online recruitment/advertising, and ‘hate camps’. An effective
unit according to the principle of leaderless resistance should lack all of the weak
points. Until the system becomes too destabilized to manage its state-of-the-art law
enforcement and intelligence complex, named groups will always find themselves
infiltrated by feds.

Those acting as feds in satan’s name aren’t much be�er. Apparently, FBI
documents themselves admi�ed using O9A as a form of cointelpro and
deradicalization by spreading the ideology to disgust people away from being
revolutionary. A great method of avoiding O9A and other subverts is to utilize tactics
which deny their operatives an entry point. It is important that your ve�ing is
multi-stage, thorough, and detailed so you may avoid these situations.

Race-Last: O9A and Accelerationism
It is often mentioned among new Fascists that O9A adherents are

revolutionaries and that’s why the Revolution/Acceleration is bad and we should keep
voooting. It is factually true that some are revolutionary but they are doing it for
totally different purposes and like we said, might not even share the same tactical
ideology; while every last genuine nazi will hail the coming of guerilla war for Aryan
interests, no ifs ands or buts.

We wish to bring about the collapse of this sick, browning, and faggot society
for the sake of reviving the Volk and our Worldview in accordance with Natural Law
or Truth. Besides, there was a call to Revolution-Acceleration back in the Ironmarch
days when not many people even gave a shit about O9A. Not to mention our
worldview is revolutionary at heart, Hitler wanted to revolt before he led a mass
movement (the last time movements would ever be successful).

As stated prior when we explored the dreccian code, all ‘mundanes’ are the
enemy of the O9A. A following of individuals around an idea which thinks of itself as
an out-group wishing the death of all others based on some unworkable idea is a mind
virus, it’s a flimsy identity compared to the solidity of racialism.



A motif in O9A, which is an implication of ‘aeonic change’, is wishing to
accelerate for a psuedoesoteric vision of human evolution where everyone they
consider mundane, including the vast majority (90%) of the White race, is wiped out,
their energy also taken as vampiric sustenance so a new species can emerge, and
ultimately bring the return of cosmic chaos.

Khimaere, a Niner and cell leader for the late AW, in a debate regarding his
open satanism stated- “WE’RE NOT GONNA SAAAVE THE WHITE RACE, WE’RE
GONNA CUUURE THE WHITE RACE!!!”. This operates out of a distortion of the
Lemming Principle and Eugenics. There is nothing wrong with social darwinism and
ge�ing rid of scum within the race, however the goal of killing nearly every White so
the few survivors (O9A) become a different species is far more insensible, impossible
and not the same. This happening where the race is destroyed is called Day of the
Wrath.

To adopt this idea you’d have to be the type who feels nothing at all as other
races kill and brutalize our own. Since our racial enemies, after all, ‘cull the
mundanes’. It wants you to be a back-to-square-one intellectual who lacks racial
preservation instinct. Being part of the struggle requires a reason to fight within your
soul, that is blood-deep and passionate hate.

It is impossible to sever racial membership because of creed. You aren’t an
ascended evolutionary foundation apart from the rest of us because muh O9A, get
real.

“Such things as these must be, and always will be, because the majority of people are or
will remain, inert and sub-human unless changed.

There is no such thing as an innocent person because everyone who exists is part of the
whole, the change, the evolution, the presencing of life itself, which is beyond them, and their
life only has meaning through the change, development and evolution of life. Their importance
is what they can become, or what can be achieved through their death. their tragedy, their living
– their importance does not lie in their individual happiness or their individual desires or
whatever."

-To Presence The Dark

https://t.me/o9aniggalosses/522


“Our Calcination, Separation, and final Coagulation will create a New Being capable of
bringing about the “Day of Wrath” spoken of in the Diabolus Chant. Hail the New Aeon!
Agios Athanatos!”Our Calcination, Separation, and final Coagulation will create a New Being
capable of bringing about the “Day of Wrath” spoken of in the Diabolus Chant. Hail the New
Aeon! Agios Athanatos!”
- from ToB’s official webpage (Diabolus is a liturgical song by O9A artists Nameless

Therein from Scothorn Nexion)

“Our most fundamental and long-term practical goals are to create an entirely new, more

evolved human species, and for this new human species to explore and to colonize the

star-systems of our own, and of other, Galaxies – to thus create a Dark Galactic Imperium.”

- Secuntra Nexion

“First, we wish to hold as our highest priority the creation of the New Being. The

realization of the meaning of the human's life is this - humans are nothing in themselves, they

are great however once they have decided to become a bridge to the New Being variously

described and symbolized by Homo Galactica, Ubermensch, Noctulians, Vampires, and the

various titles given to Alien beings in such mythologies. ANY and ALL humans who fail to

embrace this evolutionary urge will serve as food and a resource to be used by the New Being- as

a human would a lesser animal. Thus is our philosophy and way of being a terror to the Magian.

So much sweeter will their Blood Essence be to consume…

Second, the infiltration and manipulation of organizations and forms with
Sinister potential. Aryanism, particularly the more religiously fanatically forms of it,
such as Christian Identity are a good example. The manipulating Noctulian is to use
these forms for their own Presencing of the Dark, as well as changing in subtle ways
the followers of such forms to following a more Sinister direction. For example, in
Identity, using knowledge of the Biblical doctrines and prophecies encourage war, hardship, and



system disruption using the scriptures as guidance and proof of the message you are sending to
adherents of the said form. Any form with a transhuman, system disruption, or satanic
direction to it may be of use here. The key is finding a form that in itself is an aid to the Dialect
and empowering it further, causing a saturation of Acausal Energy.

Third, disruption of Magian organizations. Whether overtly occult forms, such as
JudeoChristian churches, Wicca covens, pseudo-satanic temples, or more physical down to earth
forms such as Magian political groups and government. These need to be infiltrated and
disrupted via both magical means (the ways of which are detailed in a ms not available to the
public) as well as in more physical and practical ways. “ - Liber 333

Before someone says what we’re citing isn’t from the real Liber, it is. The same
text shown here is both in pdf and physical copy. Stop coping. This also means that CI
itself is filled to the brim with ‘whamps’.

Notice the parallel between vampirism and the judaic concept of doing the same
to the goy outlined in the talmud. The world both religions seek is a world where
Our Race no longer exists. Also recall that vampires were often associated with Jews
in medieval lore, with their physiognomy mirroring the typical kike and the jewish
deeds vampiric to their host peoples. O9A is just another spiritually semitic bride
gathering cult, creating the golem psychologically.

Connect to what is said:
“Just how many times have we said we are really sinister, satanic, amoral, heretical and

offensive? How many times have we said that we manipulate and test people? That we
toy with them? That we enjoy japes? That we have certain standards and guidelines? Just how
many times have we said that we have an aural tradition unknown to those who have not been
taught it? Just how many times have we said that traditional ONA nexions, and an Inner ONA,
exist, and continue to guide and test others personally, and undertake acts of culling.”

- Anton Long

You heard it from your father figure, initiates. You might think you’re acting as a real
Nazi but you’re being toyed with in their subversive game. Congrats, dumbasses.



Notable Interactions in 2021

Triple Nines
“She cummed from three portals! Three sources of the dark! Glory to the triune, threescore, and
Triple Nines, for the shape of the number nine appears as the Kundalini portal at the base of the
spine, the opening of the man’s serpent, and the pores wherefrom emerges milk of life! The tail of
the number nine undulating like a spiral on the numeral, and the spiral in its opening and
center zenith!” - ‘Wheat From the Chaff’, a child tranny grooming guide by the group in
question

Nexion of the Triple Nines, or T9, is a smaller Albania focused ToB-inspired
group which first surfaced to telegram early 2021. A hallmark of T9 is unbridled
promotion of troon-loving, child porn, and all sorts of faggotry without any subtlety. A
nonwhite tranny in Albania (most likely a Syrian immigrant living there) going by
Vantablack was its founder and leader, now Abdul Binaj alias Ghoul/Fooshy runs it.
Vanta slit his wrists and died some time in May this year.



Abyssus, who we are almost certain was an alias of a ToB member, made his
appearance to threaten the Pax Aryana team for making the first edition of Order of
Nine Angles: The Enemy Within and other prominent circles that he had sensitive
information on. He used ultimatums, a�empting to goad several Fashlash group chat
members into a�ending the obvious setup to take place in Nevada, even threatening to
murder someone’s children if our document wasn’t taken off the channel. The Abyssus
freak mentioned that he worked with none other than Vantablack’s T9.

The manuscript containing ‘Wheat From the Chaff’ is taken from a preview for a
larger book T9 is working on as of now. The preview also contains the infamous Noctis
Deseret set in the same universe as Iron Gates, except in ‘deseret’ (Mormon region of the
US which Nevada is part of) starring a tranny named Ron experienced in sissy hypno
conducting a ToB insight role.

Triple Nines has a distinct patron god they refer to as Vitruvius, taken from the
work of art Vitruvian Man by Da Vinci. The figures in the painting are interpreted as



sodomizing each other, a satanic master initiating a neophyte. They refer to their idea
of the coming race as Homo Vitruvius which trannies will play a special role in creating
since the act represents “near-ultimate freedom”.

After being exposed as degenerate non-whites by the Pax Aryana team, Vanta
and his li�le nexion tried real hard to demonize us. One of their members had a while
ago infiltrated a discord server for Fashlash. Dumbasses thought that Fashlash admins
are behind the Pax Aryana project and it's the exact same thing but they couldn’t be
more wrong. The RhQ also collaborated with T9 to try to doxx us, they mentioned that
some mula�o (who was outed from FL a year ago) is behind PA.

It would be the same as if they doxxed any other circle in which some of the PA
team members were present on telegram and called it “PA doxx”. We at PA have no
real problem with Fashlash but we are not led by the same individuals, nor is there any
special connection.

Isn’t it funny, as well, how our first publication caused so much panic in their
ToB circles? Maybe because we said the truth. The sinister whamp is immunized
against all dangers: one may call him a degenerate, larper, subvert, groupnigger, fed, it
all runs off him like water off a raincoat. But call him out for the gayops he’s done and
you will be astonished at how he recoils, how injured he is, how he suddenly shrinks
back: “I’ve been found out!”

T9 troons, I know you are reading this. You will never be a real woman. You
have no womb, you have no ovaries, you have no eggs. You are a homosexual man
twisted by drugs and surgery into a crude mockery of nature’s perfection.

All the “validation” you get is two-faced and half-hearted. Behind your back
people mock you. Your parents are disgusted and ashamed of you, your “friends”
laugh at your ghoulish appearance behind closed doors.

Men are u�erly repulsed by you. Thousands of years of evolution have allowed
men to sniff out frauds with incredible efficiency. Even trannies who “pass” look
uncanny and unnatural to a man. Your bone structure is a dead giveaway. And even if



you manage to get a drunk guy home with you, he’ll turn tail and bolt the second he
gets a whiff of your diseased, infected axe wound.

You will never be happy. You wrench out a fake smile every single morning and
tell yourself it’s going to be ok, but deep inside you feel the depression creeping up like
a weed, ready to crush you under the unbearable weight.

Eventually it’ll be too much to bear - you’ll buy a rope, tie a noose, put it around
your neck, and plunge into the cold abyss. Your parents will find you, heartbroken but
relieved that they no longer have to live with the unbearable shame and
disappointment. They’ll bury you with a headstone marked with your birth name, and
every passerby for the rest of eternity will know a man is buried there. Your body will
decay and go back to the dust, and all that will remain of your legacy is a skeleton that
is unmistakably male.

This is your fate. This is what you chose. There is no turning back.

Vantablack (left. rest in piss), Ghoul (right). So Aryan



B00t
He is a strasserist mestizo tranny involved in O9A and like the parasite he is, has a
history of latching onto militant NS to destroy them via blackmail.



Ezkatonic Cvlt
This was a channel run by the actual schizophrenic Ciro Ferreira aka Cyrus Durden. He
was incredibly lazy, most of his material was just plagiarized from other sources
branded as his, replete with degenerate art some of which contains stills from child
porn. Cirro spams child porn when you make him upset.

Martin Buchannan and Connor
These two led the sinister nazbol telegram channel called Exposing Catholic Catamites,
whose chat contained notorious T9 and ToB members. Martin Buchannan is a
confirmed federal informant and has been doing this for years. He even doxxes minors.
He seems to be a pedophile who ordered his guys to ejaculate on an image of a toddler,
a relative of one of his doxx victims. The channel put together a proven fake doxx for the
faux-CI channel Sicherheitsdienst in order to cover for the channel.

“SATANISM FROM A CONSERVATIVE O9A PERSPECTIVE

We are issuing a Sinister Fatwa against Drengr. We from this point forward disavow him and his
Neopagan aims, goals, and intentions misrepresenting our Aryanism. Our Aryanism is the highest form
of National Socialist Spiritualism embodied in the Sinisterly-Numinous tradition of the O9A. He
fundamentally misunderstands what Satanism is from an O9A perspective. He thinks Satanism is just a
Christian psyop to scare innocent White people into accepting the Christ Lord God. The truth is not
nearly as simple as that and it is far more sophisticated. Satanism from an O9A perspective views The
Devil as a character archetype embodying enlightenment, affluence, rebellion, liberation, and the material
and spiritual power of Nature and ruthless natural order just like the LaVeyans, but we significantly
differ from the LaVeyans in our rejection of secularism and embrace of ancient pagan spiritualism. We
view Satan as both a real, living, literal demonic god that is embodied in his sinister feminine other half
as the androgynous Baphomet but also in the Masculine Imperial form as the Odinic Horned God the
Celtic Cernunnos, an ancient European pagan character archetype heavily linked to the Devil. Also
known to the Greeks and Romans as the Dionysian god Pan. We view the Devil as both the spiritual
Emperor of the sinister world and the worldly Hierophant ruler over traditional European sinister
customs and as the highest living embodiment among pagan gods for our sinister morals. We view the
Devil as a ruler of both things in the material and spiritual as the head honcho type of worldly ruler of
sinister affluence through the obtaining of power by any means necessary. We view Satanism as the
philosophy embodying this total pursuit of absolute power both material and spiritual, religious and



political. Our Satanic aims involve infiltrating all facets of society that we can inject
Sinisterism into. Traditional Satanism venerates the literal Satan as not merely a character archetype
Tarot card embodying enslavement to the ruthless pursuit of Power but as the Master of Disaster known
as the ancient Roman god Mars in his sinister angelic form like the Greek Spartan warrior god Ares. This
is why Drengr is an ignorant fool about our traditional Religion that is not based on Christianity like he
seems to think it is.”



Martin (left), Connor (right)

Sicherheitsdienst
As mentioned before, this was a telegram channel who’s admin (Martin) doxxed

people under the false assertion that their victims were O9A. Actual CIs were
supportive of the channel and forwarded its posts on a daily basis. We always
speculated that more than likely sicherheitsdienst was doing something sinister
himself, in fact it turned out to be operated by Martin Buchannan.



Discordistanian Disinformation (Team Rocket)
It’s ToB-run and needs no introduction

Necropedophile records



This is a person/group that publishes O9A-themed music and artwork on their
YouTube channel. Not much is known about this but the name itself tells us what kind
of people we are dealing with.



Identifying O9A

O9A uses esoteric vocabulary as you saw but they also have symbols they
created which would be interpreted as scribbles to a random onlooker. Many of these
symbols can be seen here as well. The information already listed in this text will
already contribute most to your effort of being able to look out for these people.

Suspicious activity can include talking frequently about more dark subjects and
exposing you or your group to more sinister and degenerate artwork. But they might
claim irony if you call them out or will flat out say they are O9A because again, many
believe they are Fascists so they might feel like they fit in.

However, two things need to be taken in mind. Firstly, cases such as those could
be just the clueless fanbase of the aesthetic and not members of any nexion. Secondly,
do not overreact to this. If someone shares sinister artwork he might be doing it for a
shitpost or because he has an unclear view of the origin of the artwork. Therefore
calling people O9A just because they shared a Dark Foriegner piece or similar artwork
and for no other reason is stupid. Niners capitalize on exactly that, baseless satanic
panic. On the other hand, we know which kind of art shared definitely shows someone
is deeply part of the sinister path. Example below:

https://imgur.com/Or28xEH
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsERKck5lRE0rL8h_q2nDXA


As stated they preach about almost completely dropping morality as one of the
main ideas, always remember the logical conclusion of that is liberalism no ma�er how
‘racialist’ they appear, and that means nothing in itself since it’d just be racist
liberalism then. This is a distortion of the fascist view of morality, which does in fact
reject christian morals in favor of ethnic and racial in-group preference. What they
honor will never truly appear like what the Fascist honors, there is always something
off to the keen eye.

Practitioners who are aware they aren’t fascist know good and well that being a
libtard is incompatible with our worldview and surely hope you ignore that. We have
encountered Niners using this amorality principle to justify being faggots and
pedophiles, and in more than one case, being a tranny. If a sinister type is in your
circles talking amorality, argue him into a corner where he’s called out and starts
defending individualist egoism, as a legitimate fascist would never. If it appears he
doesn’t understand he’s supposed to be a liberal then he’s either lying about or
unaware or unwilling to follow his own path’s guideline.

We’re aware of the ensuing rage from the sinister community upon the release
of this edition; we understand that witnessing the fruition of their own beliefs may
disturb some adherents. Like a moderate muslim saying “no! Those brutal ISIS jihadis
aren’t islamic!”, lots of self-admi�ing Niners, when the more radical cults and figures
who promote the aforementioned are brought up, find themselves lumped in with
them and don’t enjoy it too much. So they cope acting like they don’t actually share
90% of their worldview with these groups and individuals. Deflecting like they and
the others are completely separate philosophies. When one shifts the blame about how
for example ToB is not technically this or that or it’s too extreme and earlier O9A is
‘more sensible’, ask why the early O9A manuscripts laid down framework which
would allow the manifestation of more open and rampant degeneracy later on under
the brand. State how they aren’t even supposed to hate degeneracy to begin with,
establish that you aren’t a fool to be easily manipulated.

This is also a question to those who only got interested in joining their kollective
- WHY? Are you that anti-social that you need a dumb cult to tell you to read Corpus
Hermeticum and achieve gnosis? Do you need some federal asset to tell you should
run a marathon? You can be LHP completely without O9A and become the best
version of yourself without the kollective that is spreading rampant degeneracy and



involuted bullshit in your worldview. We are not telling you to be ignorant and not
touch their material, but you still don’t need this dumb ideology to achieve the few
benificial things it suggests one ought to do.

Another dead giveaway that someone is O9A is bringing up edgy topics of no
relation to anything of value like random serial killers and rapists, school shooters,
sadomasochism, etc. then making baseless pseudo-occultic takes in their regard. If the
child rapist and murderer Ian Brady is portrayed other than negatively, that’s a sign of
something only relevant to their deep lore. Brady is popularized and worshiped by a
Czech pedophile who goes by Carpathid and Libertine. Carp is in charge of a grifting
publishing ring called Chaos Press, known for selling mostly other people’s work as
his. It also publishes SIEGE but imagine paying a dime to him when you can read it on
a PDF for free.

Chaos Press also published The Rape Anthology, a book so asenine it’s hard to
imagine the Anthology wasn’t wri�en for anti-O9A humor, nevertheless it did contain
real perspectives from sinister practitioners.

If this and things like T9 writings ever made it big, the world’s reaction would
be to celebrate how brave queer and fabulous it is. The book’s articles were wri�en by
Carp and his friends. It features arguments for race mixing, homosexuality, anti-White
shit as seen above and pedophilia. Containing passages to both explain how O9A
libertinage actually lines up with natural law and in the same breath how the noctulian



must reject “2+2=4 fascism” to spite what is natural. 2+2=4 is an adage coined by Iron
March to explain how our worldview seeks to apply observable natural law.

Many, from a multitude of different circles, consider the nature of such
absolutes false, they consider absolute truth malleable and the laws of nature to be a
subject of contemplation (subjectivism, perspectivism and solipsism). To put it simply
there can not exist either a series of contradictory truths or none at all, thus there is
only one truth, objective truth, the nature of existence is observable and can be
recreated. All this talk of objective Truth elicits so much disdain and we’re only glad,
now we know where to spot the uneducated momentum riders who never read a book
in their lives.



Now ask yourself if this is who you would like to associate with:







II: The Christian Right

Background
British Israelism

The religious belief created in the late 1800s by Edward Hine and Edward Bird
originally posited that only the Anglo-Saxon is from Israelite descent. Today in
consensus CI, the entirety of the White race, be they pure, is conveniently Israel. There
were also competing forms of the ideology before Hine and Bird formed their
doctrinal coherence, ones espousing that all Germanics are Israel. Some CIs say that we
are in fact not Israel but instead from Japteth and that Israelites were still White, that
all depends on who you talk to and in what circle. So almost all CIs you will interact
with are wrong according to the nucleus of this garbage, just seems like the goalpost
shifts to fit whoever’s in its needs.

BI comes to America
Howard Rand was the founder of the Anglo-Saxon Federation of America and

an advocate of British Israelism. Having chapters in several states by the mid 1940s, by
the end of the 1960s the organization was practically defunct.

Commonly considered an important American forebearer of Christian Identity,
Wesley Swift started what would later be called the Church of Jesus Christ-Christian
in Southern California in the 1940s after being ordained at the age of 18 by Philip E.J.
Monson’s Kingdom Bible College. Monson was best known as a representative of
Howard Rand. The type of British Israelism Rand and Monson taught was immensely
different from types taught by other prominent Christian leaders at the time. As
opposed to the original BI belief that modern Jews, or the tribe of Judah, were related
to Saxons and Celts, or as they called them, the lost tribes of Israel, Rand and his
disciples taught that the modern Jews come from Canaanites, the sons of Esau, who
lost his birthright as Patriarch of the Israelites to Jacob and miscenginated and
corrupted the Abrahamic bloodline. By their teachings, the modern Jews are
imposters, and the true lost Israelites had moved into Europe, making Whites
(initially, particularly Anglo-Saxons) the chosen people of Yahweh.



Swift and his associates started spreading CI in several Ku Klux Klan chapters,
and later on, the militia movement. This explains why CI has this strange Confederate
aesthetic. The Klan that Christian Identitarians larp so much on as their own
accomplishment originally had nothing to do with it. The titles of Wizard, The Grand
Red Dragon and Grand Cyclops (third eye symbolism), the burning of the cross being
from the Celtic rite of Crann Tara which was not originally a salute to christian faith,
are all pagan at heart and hard to reconcile with Yahweh’s law.

The confederate thing in CI is a bourgeois distraction from reality, still being
hung up on their favorite side of the American Civil War when the second one is on its
way. Nostalgia for a war that was about freemasons slaughtering Aryans over the the
decision of what must happen to nigger farm equipment that they couldn’t forsee
being phased out by technology.

Christian Identity steadily a�racted adherents in the last quarter of the 20th
century, particularly in the Southern United States, with groups like Army of God and
the Aryan Republican Army among others stemming from the worldview. Aryan
Nations was founded in the 1970s by the mestizo David Butler who was a student of
Wesley Swift. With Butler’s death and the liquidation of their compound in Idaho,
Aryan Nations heavily splintered and an offshoot claiming the name started gaining
ground in the prison system where it survives to this day as a CI-practicing prison
gang.

Many of intentions of the groups at the time were noble, such as opposing the
system, but their creation was just a way to draw in existing National Socialists to the
crypto-Judaic tradition through one swindle or another, trying to swoop in on young
men that had amazing potential and to inject subversion so they would not fully
realize the truth.

I don’t know how someone finds it enjoyable to larp as jews, especially as jews
who were slaves of Aryan Egyptian nobility.

Hyperborean Israelites
The main focus of christian identity is to repurpose the judaic tradition that

plagued our people for millennia so it can be palpable to the far-right. We are born



into societies where the church is often seen as ours, many nationalists coming from
this, but even that is a flat-out lie. The church is a paper tiger and only looks as
powerful and European as it does at an almost blind surface glance. The faulty
reasoning of “since all these Whites are christian then we have to make it White” is
dismantled with the fact most Whites are not christian and most christians worldwide
aren’t White.

If christianity was so quintessentially Aryan you wouldn’t have to bend the
scripture and pull 4D-chess moves to make it so; CI wouldn’t even have to exist. We
are only glad the religion has suffered loss after loss within the Aryan psyche.
Christian identitarians have one foot in racialism and the other in mental poison.

Every single jew claims descent from Israelites and always had, even the
atheistic ones. All historians dealing with ancient Israel agree that The jews expelled
by Rome and Babylon, which became the diaspora into Europe and the Arab world
(Ashkenazi, Sepharad, and Mizrahi) were of Israelite descent. Edom was invaded by
Israelite-descendents and the Edomite ethnicity was destroyed through intermixing,
conversion, and assimilation before Christ’s birth. There is no evidence Edomites were
racially different from Israelites or that both groups were of any race besides
Levantine Semites (brown). Khazars were racially Turkic and multi-religious. Only
their elite caste were converts to Judaism, they did not have a lasting footprint in
Europe and Ashkenazis themselves predate the Khazar empire.
All mechanisms of falsifying for the cross, the desperate a�empt to cling onto a
foriegn soul are void contentments.



Tradcath Zoomers, Orthobros, and the ‘Third Position’

This new wave of traditionalist christianity is a meme with origins in the political
turmoil of movementarianism. Nicholas Fuentes’s movementarian amna�ery,
Ma�hew Heimbach’s Traditionalist Workers Party (TWP) and Colton William’s
Legion of Saint Ambrose (LoSA) envisioned a traditional and White christianity’s rise
somehow in order to cure the degeneracy of the western world. The last two
organizations are defunct though the lesser-known group associated with them, Legio
Christi, still remains. Legio Christi is managed by an Arab named Daniil and LoSA
was led by the bisexual Colton Williams and to an extent Heimbach. All were
connected to CI, all at least paying lip service to the White-jesus trope.

The root of groups akin to those lay in optics-obsession and belief in political
solution. After visionaries like James Mason and Tomassi saw the writing on the walls
for electoral politics back in the 1970s and 80s there are still those adopting a
party-like platform and too afraid of being called nazi today. They are clueless as they
see Fascism as just a 20th century far-right happening. None could ever face the
reality of and internalize emerging racial conflict, they were and are nothing more
than pundits with grand and gutless ideas. People like this only lead to ruin and
self-humiliation.

TWP fell apart because Heimbach was involved in cuckolding with Ma�
Parrot. In recent years he mended his friendship with Parrot and both are now part of
the ‘third position’ (3P) sewer filled with anti-racists, stalinists, duginists and other
marxist filth. All of them seem to adore christianity as long as it's in anti-liberal forms.
And that makes sense when the christian prophet was egalitarian. Marx is just the
atheist's jesus and jesus (at least one in the Bible) was the marx before marx.

Third positionists in general believe they are both nationalists and socialists
minus the swastika and Hitler. Their sense of nationalism is ‘self determination’ i.e
a-place-for-every-race and their socialism is marxist. In reality ethnicities acquire their
rightful homes through right of war one way or another. 3Ps claim to be against the
system, some truly are, however if so that always manifests in the bolshevist sense
wherein they’re essentially blind to the racial aspect. Many are nonwhite themselves
and a good portion of this camp blindly deny the jewish involvement in the
degradation of our race. Their only problem with jews and the system is that they use



imperialism against those poor poor brown people. They’re more concerned with its
atrocities to foriegn races rather with how it destroys our own people domestically.
We say death to America, death to egalitarianism, and death to our racial enemies.
As O9A represents a libertarian-focused distortion of moral truth, 3P-tier nationalism
represents a spiritually semitic distortion.

This is your Christian Right:



Grave of God

Ever since the masses have been able to read the bible for themselves with the
advent of the printing press, ‘White christianity’ faced heavy decline. For White
nations it amounts to empty cathedrals, dusty stained glass and a cultural formality, so
why even have it as a formality? Why, just to call your country a ‘christian nation’
when it isn’t? We see the papacy long-since stripped of even the inept use it once had
to shield us from invasions of old; today it stands as nothing but a flagship for
nonwhites. Church a�endance rates are abysmal in the White world where we
commonly see numbers hovering around 5% of x nation going to Sunday services
regularly. A spiritual power vacuum has been opened up. Our race could be finally
made ready to march to its Aryan biospirit once more, one of its keys of activation is
total spiritual dislodgment from yahweh. In a grim and sorry corner christian identity
is busy paddling upstream clinging to their counterrevolutionary comfort.

With that said, I still believe there is hope for a percentage of Christians who
surround themselves with those professing a legitimate Fascist understanding, the
same is very hard to say in regard to Satanists. Christian Identitarians who are long-set
in their ways already made a name for themselves as Christians. However, honor is
not the same thing as face, honor isn’t when you can see the light inside the cave of



ignorance but choose to stay inside because all your buddies live in darkness and
everyone knows you as its resident.

“What draws Fascists to like Christianity inevitably leads them beyond Christian
dogma back to the Traditional teaching of the Solar Spirituality”

- Alexander Slavros, Next Leap

Here we are, in our race’s darkest hour and promising recruits teetering on the
truth's threshold are still ge�ing lured into something that’s devastating us. For one of
many examples, the only thing that separates Sub-Saharan Africa from the stone age is
White charity and industrialism given to them, powered by none other than
Christianity.

White Man’s Religion

Looking back on history it served White nations zero benefit to Christianize and
thus improve the negro tribes. I don’t think such pathological altruism is a trait native
to Aryans, where would a lack of friend-enemy distinction have benefited us. In fact if
you subtract this egalitarian religion from the colonization of Africa, we’d be looking at
no reason to leave the natives alive. Christianity is the only reason negroes still exist,
they owe their survival to the religion you call White.

The crisis of overpopulation in Africa as of late is projected to spiral out of
control. They are unfit and undeserving of a western-modeled society which is
unnatural for them and only was given to them out of a forced feeling of alien mercy.
Where are all those hungry mouths going to go to ensure their survival? To the ones
that will take them in of course i.e Europe, only because it wouldn't line up with
christian morality however they want to secularize it, for the leaders of Europe to say
no. Congratulations, White Jesus.

And no, we don’t need Christianity to be our only societal bulwark against the
forces of involution and liberalism. This is the fallacy of ignoring every other option



besides the one given to us by the jew, asking him to cure with his abrahamism the
problems he himself gave. Just for the fact it’s been with us for so long, many
christians will fail to embrace a new destiny set before us just waiting to be taken up.
The tradcath/orthobro meme that only they can save us is also an insistence that it took
Christianity make White people not libtards, something CIs believe in. Pry and you
will get an anti-Aryan stance on european history, as they tend to think pre-christian
europe was essentially the stone age (the North) and a bunch of sodomites (Greece and
Rome), neither of which are true and you will find our racial enemies making the same
arguments CIs use. That we are nothing without this jewish man who brought to us
this total enlightenment (woah, woah, woah he’s not actually jewish bro!). This false
ideal also implies they believe in fluidity of race, that if you change civics, race can
fundamentally advance.

As E. Michael Jones put it “If an african learns perfect Polish and converts to
Catholicism he is now a Pole”.

Christian Identitarians have yet to escape the spirit of this abstraction since all
of christianity carries with it the baggage that the Aryan race was only either niggerish
or evil before having to be improved upon by a middle-eastern loser.



III: What’s an Infight?

The Test

Precept 1. Any religion or teaching which denies the Natural Laws of the Universe is false

It is contrary to universal order for an Aryan be subservient to a jewish
demiurge, so too are transhumanist ‘vampires’ striving hard against immortal confines
of nature.

Precept 5. Secular power systems protect and promote religions, which teach of an after-

life. Thus, people are taught to abandon defenses against the predators of this life.

Christian identitarians will portray their faith as against the system, when in
reality the system loves nothing more than the egalitarian religion where there’s
neither kike nor groid under rabbi yeshua. Unless you’re a retarded Qanon believer it’s
easy to see that our rulers aren’t out to get christianity, the antichrist isn’t making
christians take the mark of the beast, instead the system loves the fact you’re spiritually
grafted into the jewish tradition.

For jesus’s promises White christians abandoned what really ma�ered here on
the earth. Half of all niggers on their way to Europe are crazy for christ and spic
hordes displacing north american Whites are literal tradcaths. The biblical paradise is a
multiracial urban center where its residents praise yahweh like everlasting choirboys,
and as above so below. Even as much as some christian identitarians try and
rationalise the separation of race and soul, their multicultural paradise in heaven
trickles down into earth by increasingly accepting more and more non-Whites into
their ranks. In actuality, the perfect christian ‘ethnostate’ is exemplified by Brazil, one
of the most religiously devout catholic nations on earth.

Precept 14. In accord with Nature's Laws, nothing is more right than the preservation of ones
own race.



As we already covered, O9A explicitly rejects racial preservation. According to
true morality, which is the fidelity to the fabric of the universe, likewise to Lane’s
statement nothing would be more wrong than the treasonous destruction of one’s own
race.

Precept 39. A People who are ignorant of their past will defile the present and destroy the
Future.

Christian identity is a supreme ignorance of the past, the superimposing of
jewish syphilis onto a pro-White element, and I say pro-White with an emphasis that it
isn’t enough when you add fatal lies to the mix. ‘Anti-semitic christianity’ by the very
term is part-reality and part delusional identity rooted in obfuscating Aryan man’s
true history. We cannot make manifest the fires of the future without understanding
our true origin, you cannot fight the jew while calling yourself an israelite. Therefore
the necessity to remove yahweh from the hearts of the Volk is our first step toward
removing yahweh’s tribe from the face of the earth.

“We conquered you as no empire of yours ever subjugated Africa or Asia. And we did it
all without armies, without bullets, without blood or turmoil, without force of any kind.
We did it solely by the irresistible might of our spirit, with ideas, with propaganda. We
made you the willing and unconscious bearers of our mission to the whole world, to the
barbarous races of the earth, to the countless unborn generations. Without fully
understanding what we were doing to you, you became the agents at large of our racial
tradition, carrying our gospel to the unexplored ends of the earth. Our tribal customs
have become the core of your moral code. Our tribal laws have furnished the basic
groundwork of all your august constitutions and legal systems. Our legends and our
folk tales are the sacred lore which you croon to your infants. Our poets have filled your
hymnals and your prayer-books. Our national history has become an indispensable part
of your pastors and priests and scholars. Our kings, our statesmen, our prophets, our
warriors are your heroes. Our ancient li�le country is your Holy Land. Our national
literature is your Holy Bible. What our people thought and taught has become
inextricably woven into your very speech and tradition, until no one among you can be
called educated who is not familiar with our racial heritage. Jewish artisans and Jewish
fishermen are your teachers and your saints, with countless statues carved in their



image and innumerable cathedrals raised to their memories. A Jewish maiden is your
ideal of motherhood and womanhood. A Jewish rebel- prophet is the central figure in
your religious worship. We have pulled down your idols, cast aside your racial
inheritance, and substituted for them our God and our traditions. No conquest in
history can even remotely compare with this clean sweep of our conquest over you.”

- CONFESSIONS OF A JEW: THE DEVASTATING RAMIFICATIONS OF
PAUL OF TARSUS AND CHRISTIANITY IN DESTROYING ROMAN
CIVILIZATION by (((Marcus Eli Ravage)))

NS Was Never Christian
Christian identitarians have a disgustingly false a�itude that they represent the

majority of national socialists and own the historical precedent to call ours theirs. Let
us be clear, the idea of a christian reich let alone one which practiced CI is revisionist
wishful thinking.

Most influential NSDAP officials were volkish pagans and esotericists. SS men
were given a pagan education seen in manuals and in their training. Many of the SS
were buried with life and death runes adorned on their graves. Hitlerjugend sung
anti-christian marching songs and a�ended classes taking place on sunday mornings
so the youth could be�er avoid christian indoctrination. Martin Bormann wrote a
memoir of Hitler’s private life telling of his anti-christianity. Mein Kampf contains
more mentions of a goddess of fate than praises to christ (there are zero), it boggles the
mind that if he was indeed a christian why was that never directly stated anywhere in
his two-part autobiography.

The instances where Germans of the NSDAP would reference ‘God Almighty’
or ‘The Lord’ is not at all representative of an affirmation of christianity; nothing could
be further from the truth. An extremely common and rapidly increasing religious
identity among Germans of the early 20th Century was ‘Go�glaubig’ - a non-sectarian
Aryan view of God and spirituality completely divorced from the trappings of the
christian church. Many Germans had already fallen away from the church after seeing
its u�er failure to save Germany from the horrible fallout of the First World War, and
even more did so when the catholic church among other denominations began to
counter-signal the NSDAP and in some instances outright sabotage them.



The Kirchenkampf further evidences this distancing from the abrahamic
weltanschauung by by enacting a reich church sans the foundational old testament,
deposing priests and pastors by the train load and sending them off to work camps
and having SS officers preside over churches in their place. With each passing year
from 1933 to 1945 the NSDAP’s partnership with church leaders dwindled and the
leadership grew increasingly hostile to the judeo-christian institutions.

There is an absence of evidence for a ‘christian reich’ and an abundance of this
CI nonsense that they a�ribute to Hitler and the rest. What’s alarming is that an entire
section of these online outlets serve as mills churning out these falsified historical
accounts to make their followers feel comfortable. This is another question of the
personal honor of the ones doing this, we know some of the perpetrators thereof will
end up reading our publication. So if you have to make stuff up so it can fit your
christian worldview why call yourself one of us at all? Shape up or ship out.

After 1945, nearly all influential men and women who passed the torch of our
philosophy to the present generation were not Christians. Commander Rockwell, Dr.
Pierce, James Mason at the time SIEGE was penned, Francis Parker Yockey, David
Lane, Serrano, Savitri Devi, Evola and the list goes on.

The Nature of Alliances
You mean to tell me it’s infighting when these newcomers arrive in

communities long-established as ours with our convictions clear as day, telling us how
to think, what our creeds should be and how to conduct ourselves. As you probably
heard, only the impure whine about purity spiraling. Believers in our worldview do
not actually have any allies among other worldviews, for to be an ally raises the
implication that this person, group, or ideology does not either care for or understand
Truth. ‘One struggle’ is an obligation to serve falsehood.

They cannot help us if they hold at heart any rejection of our ways. We don’t
expect nor want outside assistance: we don’t need to redpill the normies, we don’t
need intellectual schizos, we don’t need the movement, we don’t need nazbols, we
don’t need sinister magians, we don’t need White israelists.





Closing Notes

The very fact that this had to be put in writing is yet another example of the corruption
caused by these ideologies, groups, and persons. With our ranks swelling in number
by the day, the necessity only grows for a manual to be handed down from the learned
and experienced to the hands of the new.

After being in many circles for the longest time, this article was surely needed. Those
who sympathize with either the O9A or CI never have a clue what they are, it is
usually the la�er. So we thought it is worthwhile to take the time to understand then
dissociate/remove both camps. A National Socialist has a billion issues in this age and
these two ideologies are undoubtedly the most negatively influential to our side.




